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Coxx Mobile Systems shows prototype of MAN TGE / Volkswagen Crafter with 
low floor chassis 
 
HANOVER (Germany)  – Coxx Mobile Systems bv from Rijen, the Netherlands, is exhibiting the prototype 
of a low-floor chassis for the Volkswagen Crafter / MAN TGE at the IAA commercial vehicle show in 
Hanover (September 20th – 27th, 2018 - stand Freigelände D99). The start of production is expected at 
the end of 2018. 
 
The MAN TGE and the VW Crafter will be available with a low chassis for the first time. The chassis height is 
approx. 49 centimeters (19.3 inches - measured from the road surface). Air suspension is available as an 
option, in which case the chassis height in the lowest position is only 41 cm (16.1 inches). Ideal for 
distribution, for example, you can load and unload with a hinged ramp instead of a (much heavier) loading 
lift. 
 
The basic models for the front-wheel drive Volkswagen Crafter / MAN TGE chassis cabs with low Coxx X-Low 
chassis have a gross vehicle weight (gvw) of 3500 kg. Coxx expects to soon be able to manufacture these 
chassis in a higher weight class. The Coxx chassis is made of high-strength steel, making it ideal for tasks of a 
heavy van or a light truck. Coxx has been manufacturing chassis up to 7.5 tonnes of gvw for, amongst others, 
Fiat Ducato. 
 
The low-floor chassis of Coxx is modular in design and can therefore be ordered in various lengths. The 
position of the rear axle and the width of the chassis can also be made to measure. 
 
Thanks to the lowest loading floor, the low tare weight and the high load capacity, there is a lot of interest 
in this chassis, especially from manufacturers of distribution and parcel cars, special vehicles and campers. 
 
Coxx and Volkswagen AG have started a procedure for type approval of the Crafter / TGE with low-floor 
chassis. Parties work closely together to complete this project as quickly as possible and start up production 
and delivery. 
 
Coxx Mobile Systems bv is present at the Freigelände of the IAA, stand D99, with the following vehicles: 
- MAN TGE with Coxx low-floor chassis, gvw 3500 kg 
- MAN TGE with Coxx low-floor chassis and Tijhof Ultraliner car transporter body, gvw 3500 kg 
- Fiat Ducato U-shaped chassis with Coxx Liftboxx distribution unit, gvw 3500 kg 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
For more information, please contact: Robert Cox, director Coxx Mobile Systems, robert@coxx.nl, tel. +31 
641 047 966. 
 
As a press representative you are welcome to visit our stand at the IAA. We are also available for you on the 
press day (September 19th). 
 
You can find photos on this press release at: persbericht.com/coxx 
 
More information about Coxx X-Low chassis: coxx.nl/x-low-downloads 
 


